ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Rapid growth in computer power, as well as in wireless communication technology and the advent of the World Wide Web (WWW) make the Internet easily accessible to everyone. Hence, the use of multimedia signals increases lot during the last few years. At the same time, the imperfect transmission over wireless channel introduces vast amounts of random and burst errors leading to severe degradation in quality for the transmitted data due to fading, signal attenuations, and co-channel interference [1] . As a metre of fact, transmission of block-coded images through error prone wireless channels often results in lost blocks. Error concealment (EC) techniques, by exploiting inherent redundancy reduce visual artefacts through post processing at the decoder.
Several methods have been developed for recovery of lost data in the decoder, showing different trade-off between complexity and quality. A set of error concealment techniques that do not use data hiding but provide similar high level of performance have been proposed in the literature. Those methods are pixel domain interpolation (PDI) [2] , directional interpolation (DI) [3, 4] , projection onto convex sets (POCS) [5] , block matching [6] , neighbourhood regions partitioned matching [7] or spectral domain like discreet cosine transform (DCT) [8] and discreet wavelet transform (DWT) [9] . Li and Orchard provide a good review of these techniques and also propose a set of block-based sequential recovery techniques [10] . The above decoder side error concealment schemes [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] are mainly based on two steps. First, the decoder estimates some features of lost information like edge direction information or motion vector. Second, the decoder interpolates lost information from the estimated features in spatial, transform or temporal domain. These schemes work well in simplified loss scenarios where successfully received data are assumed to be reconstructed as loss-free. However, this is most often not the case depicting the real scenario. Moreover, the first step suffers from higher computational complexity and also takes large time. In literature, it is reported that the first step takes roughly 30% of total computation load. As a result, those schemes are not suitable for real time error concealment where the decoders may not have sufficient computation power or done in online.
To overcome those problems Liu and Li [11] are the first authors who use data hiding as an error concealment tool. The scheme extracts the important information of an image, like the DC components of each (8×8) block, and embeds it into the host image to achieve the goal. Adsumilli et al. [12] propose a robust image error concealment algorithm using watermarking. The scheme embeds a low-resolution version of each image or video frame into itself using spread-spectrum modulation. Authors analyze various advantages and disadvantages of the full frame discrete cosine transform (DCT) against the conventional block-based DCT embedding. Gur et al. [13] investigate an error concealment technique of image using data hiding. The scheme embeds macro block-based, best neighbourhood matching (BNM) information into the original image in DWT domain. The experimental results indicate that the above error concealment technique is a promising one, especially for the erroneous channels causing a wider range of packet losses. Recently, Phadikar et al. [14] propose an image error concealment scheme using dual-tree complex wavelet transform (DTCWT) and quantization index modulation (QIM). The experimental results indicate that the inherent redundancy in DTCWT provides better error concealment over traditional DWT with an increase in complexity due to DTCWT. Yýlmaz et al. [15] and Yin et al. [16] propose a data hiding that embeds edge direction information into the host image. So the decoder needs only to perform the second step using the features (edge direction information) that are already extracted by the encoder. In addition, performing feature extraction at the encoder is more effective as the encoder usually have access to more information of the data. Though the complexity of the encoder is increased, the encoder usually has more computational resources and often can perform the tasks off-line. The main drawback of those schemes [15, 16] is fragile in nature, as those schemes use even-odd embedding. As a result, the extracted edge information may be wrong due to slight signal modification. In our scheme, we overcome this problem using M-ary data modulation based on near-orthogonal QIM.
This paper proposes an error concealment scheme for digital images using data hiding. The goal is achieved by embedding some important information like edge direction information of each block extracted from the original image itself. The edge information is embedded in the DCT domain. We have select DCT domain as in reality 80% images are till JPEG compressed form. The advantage of using DCT for data hiding based error concealment is the extensive study of human visual system (HVS) in this domain, which has resulted in the standard JPEG quantization table. As a result, the scheme can be more adaptive to HVS. The major contributions of this paper are two fold. First, a QIM based data hiding is used to embed edge direction information of a block at the encoder. This helps decoder to extract correct edge direction information in an easy way and also in less time. In other words, this decreases the workload at the decoder. Moreover, QIM is selected as it provides considerable performance advantages over spread-spectrum and low-bit(s) modulation in terms of the achievable performance trade-offs among distortion, rate, and robustness of the embedding [17] . Second, the system performance in terms of fidelity and robustness is improved using M-ary data modulation that is implemented using near-orthogonal QIM. To the best of our knowledge Mary QIM has not yet been explored by watermarking research community in image error concealment applications.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Problem formation is outlined in Section 2. Basic principles and key features of M-ary near-orthogonal QIM are outlined in Section 3. The proposed error concealment scheme is introduced in Section 4. Some experimental results are presented in Section 5. The paper is concluded in Section 6.
PROBLEM FORMATIONS
In an image, the nearby pixel values are highly correlated that makes it possible to recover the information of the lost block by spatial-domain interpolation. In this section, we discuss the interpolation technique for the recovery of both smooth and edge blocks.
Smooth Block Concealment
If a lost block is a non-edge block, each pixel of a lost block is calculated as a linear combination of the nearest pixels in the block boundaries. In this method, pixel values of the lost block are interpolated by the following formula [3] :
where ( , ) p r c is the interpolated pixel value, and . We have used p (l, 1) to represent the left bottom corner of an (S×S) macro block. The first and second coordinate presents the horizontal and vertical direction, respectively.
Edge Block Concealment
Since edge integrity plays an important role in human visual perception, we can utilize spatially correlated information more thoroughly by performing interpolation, based on edge direction in the local neighbourhood of the lost block. Then the recovery of lost block consists of two steps i.e. finding edge direction information and then edge directed interpolation.
Classification of Edge Direction by Gradient Voting
An efficient and widely used method for edge detection is calculating the gradient field by means of the mask. In the present scheme, for simplicity we only consider four types of edges and one block contains only one type of edge. Let R1, R2, R3, and R4 denote the responses of the mask in Fig. 1 , from left to right, where R's are given by Eq. 2. Suppose that the four masks are run individually through an image. If at a certain point in the image, R R i j > for all i j ≠ , the corresponding point is said to be more likely associated with a line in the mask i. For example, if a point in the image, R R i j > for j=2, 3, 4 that particular point is said to be more likely associated with a horizontal line [18] .
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where z i is the gray value of the pixel associated with mask coefficients w i . 
BASIC PRINCIPLES AND KEY FEATURES OF M-ARY QIM
The basic quantization index modulation (QIM) algorithm quantizes feature vector X , using a quantizer ( )
which chosen from a family of quantizer based on the message bit ( m ) to be embedded [17] . The watermarked featured vector X % is then obtained as follows:
where ∆ is a fixed quantization step size, ( ) . d is the dither used for embedding watermark bit.
At the decoder, the test signal X % is requantized using the same family of quantizer to determine the embedded message bit i.e.
where we have an assumption that the scheme uses a soft decoder and the symbol 'L' is the length of the dither. The performance of the traditional QIM can be further improved by M-ary modulation. We have modified the traditional QIM [17] to make it an M-ary modulation and is described in the next subsection.
M-ary QIM
In M-ary modulation, a group of symbols are treated as a single entity. We can relate the number of bits (N) and the number of different symbols (M) with the following equation [19] :
Obviously, the binary transmission system is a special case of an M-ary data transmission system. An effective method to implement an M-ary modulation technique is based on nearorthogonal dither. A group of near-orthogonal dither i
are generated independently using Hadamard function of standard math library and random number generated using a secret key (k). The smallest possible Hadamard matrix is of order two and is defined as:
The Hadamard matrix with an order of power in two may be constructed from H 2 based on Kronecker product and is given by:
The basic characteristic of the Hadamard matrix is that all rows and column are orthogonal. 
where ( ) .
H
is the Hadamard function to generate orthogonal code, ∆ is the step size for dither modulation and R is a random number that is generated using following rule:
The function ( ) k ℜ is the random number generator. The symbol R is multiplied with ( )
. H to increase security of the system.
One of the prominent characteristic of dither generated in this manner is their nearorthogonal property [19] i.e.
•
, M should be distinct sequences.
• The spatial correlation , , ( )
For watermark decoding, the same set of dither
is used. Fig. 3 shows the block diagram of watermark decoding in M-ary system. At the decoder, the test signal X % is requantized using the family of quantizer ' i d ' to determine the embedded message bit i.e. In the case of a conventional M-ary decoder illustrated in Fig. 3 , the total number of operations required for the decoding of an M-ary symbol is approximately,
where L is the length of the feature vector. One operation is defined as one real division, one real addition plus one real subtraction. Apparently, T 0 is a linear function of M. So for larges value of M>4 the computational workload for data extraction advances exponentially i.e. O (2 N ). In other words, the greater value of M, the better system performance in term of robustness for a fixed capacity, with the increase in decoding complexity. Fortunately, M-ary modulation does not increase any computation complexity in our scheme. In our scheme, the edge information is represented by five symbols. As a result, the proposed scheme does five correlation calculation for detecting a symbol, while traditional QIM needs six correlation calculation for detecting the edge type. Fig. 4 highlights robustness performance in term of bit error rate (BER) for different M values. The word BER here implies the error in the extracted watermark signal when the watermarked signal is transmitted through the noisy channel or manipulation is done by some user. The BER is calculated through simulation by transmitting image data through noisy channel. It is seen that even if the noise power reaches to -5 dB there is no BER even for large M values. Each point on the curves is obtained as the average value of 100 independent experimentations conducted over large number of benchmark images.
PROPOSED ERROR CONCEALMENT TECHNIQUE
The overall error concealment scheme consists of two stages: i.e. image encoding and image decoding process. The detailed block diagram representations of encoding and decoding process are shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 , respectively. 
Image Encoding Process
The objective of image encoding process is the extraction of edge information followed by embedding of that edge information at the encoder using M-ary modulation. The inputs to the encoding process are the gray scale image and secret keys for the generation of near-orthogonal dithers that are used for watermark bits embedding. The image encoding process consists of the following steps:
Step 1:Block Based Partitioning of Image: The original (host) image (H) is partitioned into nonoverlapping blocks of size ( S S × ). We select S=8 for watermark insertion, as the effect of JPEG compression affects independently the each bit embedded in the block.
Step 2: Extraction of Edge Information: Various edge directional operators/masks are applied on each block and the blocks are categorized as non-edge or edge block depending on the response of the operators. If a block contains an edge, the type of edge direction is determined as described in Section 2.2.1 [18] .
Step 3: Representation of Edge Information: The edge information of each block is represented by 'm' bits symbol depending on the type of edge it contains. Table 1 shows a typical such representation when types of various directions of edges are considered to be of four types. The MSB (most significant bit) represents whether the block contains an edge or not. If the MSB is zero, it then signifies that the block contains no edge. The next two bits represent the type of edge direction. Table 1 shows a set of five symbols by which respective edge information of a block is represented. In other words, five dithers are sufficient for embedding edge information of a block using M-ary modulation. Step 4: Image Transformation: The 2-dimensional DCT of each cover image block is calculated.
Step 5: Watermark Embedding: The edge orientation information of each block is represented by a symbol (m) as described in Step 3 and the information/message (m) is embedded as watermark into another block by modulating DCT coefficients based on M-ary modulation. The different steps for data embedding are described as follows:
A): Generation of near-Orthogonal Dither:
Depending on the number of symbols (M), a group of near-orthogonal dithers
are generated independently using Hadamard function of standard math library and a secret key k as described in Eq. 
where q X is the original q th AC coefficient, Q is a uniform quantizer (and dequantizer) with step ∆ . The symbol ( ) d m is the dither that is used to represent a message/symbol (m) for watermark embedding. As an alternative of M-ary modulation, one can also embeds 3 bits in an (8×8) block by dividing the AC coefficients into three non-overlapping sets, where one set can be used for embedding one watermark bit. But, this alternative data embedding process will make the scheme more fragile in nature. So, M-ary modulation is the appropriate choice for embedding 3 bits in a block. After watermark embedding, the inverse DCT is performed and the watermarked image is obtained.
Image Decoding Process
The proposed error concealment scheme is blind in the sense that the decoding process does not require the original/host image. In exigency of some blocks of the received signal ( H′ ) that are lost during transmission, are concealed at the receiver using different steps as described follows.
Step 1: Steps 1, 4, and 5(A) of image encoding process are performed, over the received or possibly damaged image. The same step size ( ∆ ) is used at the time of decoding that was used at the time of encoding. In order to achieve successful error concealment, the exact location of the error, i.e. damaged blocks, should be detected using some sophisticated error detection mechanisms. In our scheme the differences of pixel values between two neighbour lines are used for detecting transmission errors [20] .
Step 2: Watermark Extraction: The edge orientation information of a lost block is extracted from the block that is used at the time of embedding. The message (m) is extracted from the received DCT coefficients of a block using the following rule.
The extracted watermark information m represents the information about the edge direction of a block. It is noted that though our scheme uses M-ary modulation, the decoding complexity till less than the traditional QIM. Using traditional QIM one has to do six correlations calculations (for one watermark bit two dithers are needed. So for three watermark bits it calculates six correlations, as edge type of a block is represented by 3 bits) for detecting edge type. In M-ary modulation, it only takes five correlations as five symbols are sufficient to represent the edge type of a block.
Step 3: Recovery of Lost Blocks (Error Concealment): If a block is lost, the extracted edge direction information (m ) for that block is then used for the concealment purpose. If the lost block is a smooth block, recovery is done as described in Section 2.1. On the other hand, if the lost block is an edge block, the recovery is done by edge directed interpolation as described in Section 2.2.2. Fig. 7 . The image database contains 29 test images having varied image characterises. All of the test images are 8 bit/pixel gray scale images with size (512×512). The value of step size (∆) taken into consideration is 8 (i.e. watermark power (WP) of 7.27dB). In this study, we use peak-signal-to-noise-ratio (PSNR dB) and mean-structure-similarity-index-measure (MSSIM) [22] as the objective measures of the watermarked image quality. PSNR (dB) is defined as follows:
PERFORMANCE EVALUATIONS
where ( , ) P r c represents the pixel value at coordinate (r, c) in the original undistorted image, and ( , ) P r c % represents the pixel value in the watermarked (stego) image. X and Y are the number of rows and columns, respectively. MSSIM is defined as follows: 
The function ( , ) l P P , ( , ) c P P and and structure comparison function, respectively. The symbol parameters used to adjust the relative importance of the components. Note that 0 ( , ) 1
MSSIM P P ≤ ≤ , and MSSIM P P j P ′ are the image contents at the samples in the quality map. In the first set of experiments, we have studied the performance of the proposed scheme in term of fidelity of the watermarked image. values of various watermarked images after embedding edge information to the r images. Fig. 8 shows the watermarked image visually. The length of the watermark is 12288 bits that are used to represent the edge information of all (8×8) blocks of an image of size (512×512). From Table 2 it is clear that the quality of th (dB) is almost same for various test images. It is also interesting to see from the results of Table  2 that though for a given watermark power the visual quality in PSNR (dB) for the watermarked image does not vary much but high value of structural similarity is found for the image having high texture image like Baboon and Pueblo bonito. MSSIM P P = corresponds to no distortion. The symbols are the image contents at the j′ -th local window, i.e. the block, and M ′ is the number of In the first set of experiments, we have studied the performance of the proposed scheme in term of fidelity of the watermarked image. Table 2 illustrates the PSNR (dB) and MSSIM values of various watermarked images after embedding edge information to the respective host images. Fig. 8 shows the watermarked image visually. The length of the watermark is 12288 bits that are used to represent the edge information of all (8×8) blocks of an image of size (512×512). From Table 2 it is clear that the quality of the watermarked image in term of PSNR (dB) is almost same for various test images. It is also interesting to see from the results of Table  2 that though for a given watermark power the visual quality in PSNR (dB) for the watermarked but high value of structural similarity is found for the image having high texture image like Baboon and Pueblo bonito. In the first set of experiments, we have studied the performance of the proposed scheme in Table 2 illustrates the PSNR (dB) and MSSIM espective host images. Fig. 8 shows the watermarked image visually. The length of the watermark is 12288 bits that are used to represent the edge information of all (8×8) blocks of an image of size e watermarked image in term of PSNR (dB) is almost same for various test images. It is also interesting to see from the results of Table  2 that though for a given watermark power the visual quality in PSNR (dB) for the watermarked but high value of structural similarity is found for the image having It is already mentioned that we have performed our experiment over large number of images, however, for demonstration purpose we present here result for eight images with vari characteristics. The numerical values shown in Table 3 indicate that improvement in PSNR (dB) values due to the proposed error concealment method are, on an average, 12 dB, 13 dB, 13.5dB and 14 dB for the number of lost blocks 50, 100, 150, and 20 values, in other words, highlight that the proposed error concealment scheme is quite effective even for the large number of lost blocks. Fig. 13 and Fig. 14 show the relative improvement in quality after error concealment i Graphical representations reflect the fact that if the image contains high texture regions (like Babon, Pueblo bonito) the error concealment using interpolation, produces poor performance than the images that contain low texture regions likes Lena, Pepper. Figs. 13 and 14 also show that relatively high degree of improvement in quality i.e. PSNR (dB) and MSSIM values are possible to achieve through error concealment, when number of lost blocks is large in n It is reasonable as less number of lost blocks offers better quality of the received image signal, which in turn does not provide scope of further improvement through error concealment. Moreover, from Figs. 10(c)-10(d) and Figs. 12(c) has a complex geometric structure, such as corner or streaks, our result is not as good at the corner location, as we only consider one edge type in a block. , it is clear that even if the of lost blocks reaches 200, the scheme till can conceals the error effectively. It is already mentioned that we have performed our experiment over large number of images, however, for demonstration purpose we present here result for eight images with vari characteristics. The numerical values shown in Table 3 indicate that improvement in PSNR (dB) values due to the proposed error concealment method are, on an average, 12 dB, 13 dB, 13.5dB and 14 dB for the number of lost blocks 50, 100, 150, and 200, respectively. The numerical values, in other words, highlight that the proposed error concealment scheme is quite effective even for the large number of lost blocks. Fig. 13 and Fig. 14 show the relative improvement in quality after error concealment in term of PSNR (dB) and MSSIM for different images. Graphical representations reflect the fact that if the image contains high texture regions (like Babon, Pueblo bonito) the error concealment using interpolation, produces poor performance that contain low texture regions likes Lena, Pepper. Figs. 13 and 14 also show that relatively high degree of improvement in quality i.e. PSNR (dB) and MSSIM values are possible to achieve through error concealment, when number of lost blocks is large in n It is reasonable as less number of lost blocks offers better quality of the received image signal, which in turn does not provide scope of further improvement through error concealment.
10(d) and Figs. 12(c)-12(d), it also clear that when the lost block has a complex geometric structure, such as corner or streaks, our result is not as good at the corner location, as we only consider one edge type in a block. , it is clear that even if the of lost blocks reaches 200, the scheme till can conceals the error effectively. It is already mentioned that we have performed our experiment over large number of images, however, for demonstration purpose we present here result for eight images with varied image characteristics. The numerical values shown in Table 3 indicate that improvement in PSNR (dB) values due to the proposed error concealment method are, on an average, 12 dB, 13 dB, 13.5dB 0, respectively. The numerical values, in other words, highlight that the proposed error concealment scheme is quite effective even for the large number of lost blocks. Fig. 13 and Fig. 14 show the relative improvement in n term of PSNR (dB) and MSSIM for different images. Graphical representations reflect the fact that if the image contains high texture regions (like Babon, Pueblo bonito) the error concealment using interpolation, produces poor performance that contain low texture regions likes Lena, Pepper. Figs. 13 and 14 also show that relatively high degree of improvement in quality i.e. PSNR (dB) and MSSIM values are possible to achieve through error concealment, when number of lost blocks is large in number. It is reasonable as less number of lost blocks offers better quality of the received image signal, which in turn does not provide scope of further improvement through error concealment.
clear that when the lost block has a complex geometric structure, such as corner or streaks, our result is not as good at the Table 3 . PSNR (dB) and MSSIM for error concealment with the size of lost block (8×8). The experimental results shown in Fig. 13 and Fig. 14 also suggest that the proposed error concealment scheme is quite effective for slow fading as well as for the wireless channel suffered by deep fades. In our scheme, less number of lost blocks is considered as the channel i under low fades, while large number of lost blocks is considered as a deep fades. The algorithm developed can be made use to design an adaptive transmission scheme through the estimation of channel parameters (embedded edge information that acts as pilot bandwidth and synchronization problem like the existing pilot based system) as well as image and video signal transmission over deeply faded channel. The quality of the extracted edge information will indicate the current status o error concealed image goes below the acceptable level, feedback information from the receiver to the transmitter to be sent indicating that the channel is under deep fade and current data rate is lts shown in Fig. 13 and Fig. 14 also suggest that the proposed error concealment scheme is quite effective for slow fading as well as for the wireless channel suffered by deep fades. In our scheme, less number of lost blocks is considered as the channel i under low fades, while large number of lost blocks is considered as a deep fades. The algorithm developed can be made use to design an adaptive transmission scheme through the estimation of channel parameters (embedded edge information that acts as pilot signal without effecting bandwidth and synchronization problem like the existing pilot based system) as well as image and video signal transmission over deeply faded channel. The quality of the extracted edge information will indicate the current status of the channel condition. When the quality of the error concealed image goes below the acceptable level, feedback information from the receiver to the transmitter to be sent indicating that the channel is under deep fade and current data rate is 
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; (c) 150 lost lts shown in Fig. 13 and Fig. 14 also suggest that the proposed error concealment scheme is quite effective for slow fading as well as for the wireless channel suffered by deep fades. In our scheme, less number of lost blocks is considered as the channel is under low fades, while large number of lost blocks is considered as a deep fades. The algorithm developed can be made use to design an adaptive transmission scheme through the estimation of signal without effecting bandwidth and synchronization problem like the existing pilot based system) as well as image and video signal transmission over deeply faded channel. The quality of the extracted edge f the channel condition. When the quality of the error concealed image goes below the acceptable level, feedback information from the receiver to the transmitter to be sent indicating that the channel is under deep fade and current data rate is not well suited. The data transmission rate may be lowered for sometimes so long the quality of the error concealed image goes above the acceptable threshold level. Figure 13 . Improvement in quality after error concealment in term of PSNR (dB). Figure 14 . Improvement in quality after error concealment in term of MSSIM.
In the third set of experiments, we have studied the effect of different watermark power (WP) on the relative gain/loss in performance for error concealment. The watermark power is defined as [23] 2 10 log 10 12
where the symbol ∆ corresponds to the step size used for watermarking. Table 4 shows the relative visual quality of the watermarked images for different watermark power obtained through different step sizes. The corresponding MSSIM values are also reported in order to have an idea about the loss in structural information due to the variation of watermark powers. Fig.  15 and Fig. 16 show the relative improvement in quality after error concealment with respect to PSNR (dB) and MSSIM for different watermark power. Graphical representations reflect the fact that when watermark embedding power is increased, the improvement in both PSNR(dB) and MSSIM values are decreased. It is also interesting to see from the results of Fig. 15 and 16 that although for a given watermark power, the relative improvement in visual quality in PSNR (dB) does not vary much for the number of loss blocks varying from 50 to 200 but significant improvement in structural information is found with the loss of more number of blocks. In the fourth set of experiments, we have studied the robustness performance of the proposed scheme for common image and signal processing operations and geometric attacks like slight rotation available in benchmark StirMark 4 [24, 25, 26] , since QIM-based scheme is usually bristle for those operations. For image scaling operation, before watermark extraction, the attacked image is rescaled to the original size. For rotation operation, we have estimated the rotation angle of the watermarked images by control point selection method with the help of the original images. The rotated watermarked images are then inverse rotated and corrected by linear interpolation. Now, those corrected watermarked images are used for watermark detection. This is done to compensate the effect of lost in data due to the rotation operation. Table 5 shows the performance improvement in term of normalized cross-correlation (NCC) [27] if three watermark bits (that are used to represent the edge information) are inserted in a (8×8) blocks using traditional QIM and M-ary QIM. It is seen that M-ary modulation offers higher robustness over traditional QIM that ultimately helps in extracting efficient edge information for the concealment purpose.
The computational complexity of the decoder in terms of required number of additions, subtraction, division and multiplications is calculated and is also compared with other methods [4, 28] . Table 6 summarizes the comparison results for restoring 64 pixel values i.e. one (8×8) block. Generally, edge-based methods [4] are computationally intensive since they require estimation of edge directions. On the other hand, the scheme proposed in [28] returns high complexity as the scheme is based on solving a set of 8 linear equations with 8 unknowns. The result in Table 6 highlights the superiority of our method over [4, 28] . Error reconstruction performance of the proposed method is compared with both non-data hiding [2, 4, 32, 33] and data hiding based methods [13, 15, 16, 29, 30, 31] . It is observed from the results shown in Table 7 that our method offers better PSNR (dB) values even if packet loss rate (PLR) increases to 30%. From Table 7 it is clear that when PLR is low, non-data hiding based error concealment methods offer similar performance like data hiding based approaches. On the other hand, the former (non-data hiding based) methods result low improvement in quality at high burst error condition. This is because the methods [2, 4, 32, 33] recover error blocks depending on the correlation/interpolation of the received surrounding blocks in the decoder. As a matter of fact, those schemes work well in simplified loss scenarios where successfully received data are assumed to be reconstructed loss-free. This is often not the case. Hence, those schemes return low improvement in quality at high burst error condition (i.e. at high PLR), as most of the surrounding blocks may be lost. We also compare the result of the proposed method with the work reported in [13, 15, 16, 29, 30, 31] . Results shown in Table 7 highlight the superiority of our method. The schemes proposed in [15, 16] offer poor performance as the data (edge information) embedding is done using even/odd embedding. The even/odd embedding is fragile in nature. The embedded data may be lost due to signal attenuation. In our scheme, both the above drawbacks are eliminated using M-ary QIM data hiding and conceal the error quite effectively in burst error condition, even though there is some quality degradation due to data embedding at the transmitter. Moreover, it is also seen that the use of data hiding reduces nearly 32.05% computation time of the decoder over [2, 4] . The test is conducted on Pentium IV, 2.80 GHz processor, with 512 MB RAM using MATLAB 7 version and when 50% of (8×8) blocks are erroneous.
CONCLUSION
An image error concealment scheme based on M-ary QIM watermarking is proposed. The capacity of data hiding is increased with the help of M-ary modulation. The scheme reduces decoder workload (computation power) nearly about 32.05%, which makes the scheme suitable for real time error concealment where the decoder may not have sufficient computation power or implementation done in online. Simulation results also demonstrate that the proposed scheme provides significant improvement in term of objective evaluations especially for high burst error condition. Finally, the proposed error concealment scheme can be made use for design of an adaptive data transmission scheme through the estimation of wireless channel condition using extracted edge direction information. Future work can be concentrated on performance improvement of the proposed scheme using channel coding and as well as development of hardware implementation of the proposed scheme.
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